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Abstract
Major X-33 flight hardware has been delivered,
and assembly of the vehiclv is well underway in
anticipation of its flight test program
commencing in the summer of 1999. Attention
has now turned to the operational VentureSrar TM,
the first singlc-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) reusable
launch vehicle. Activities are grouped under two
broad categories: (I) vehicle development and
(2) market/business planning, each of which is
discussed. The mission concept is presented for
direct payload delivery to the International Space
Station and to low Earth orbit, as well as payload
delivery with an upper stage to G¢osynchronous
Transfer Orbit (GTO) and other high energy
orbits. System requirements include flight
segment and ground segment Vehicle system
sizing and design status is provided including the
application of X-33 traceability and lessons
learned. Technology applications to the
VentureStar _ are described including the
structure, propellant t:mks, thermal protection
system, aerodynamics, subsystems, payload bay
and propulsion. Developing a market driven low
cost launch services system for the 21st Century
requires traditional and non-traditional ways of
being able to forecast the evolution of the
potential market. The challenge is balancing both
the technical and financial assumptions of the
market. This involves the need to provide a
capability to meet market segments that in some
cases are very speculative, while at the same time
providing the financial community with a
credible revenue stream. Furthermore, the market
derived requirements need to be assessed so as
not to impose unnecessary requirements on the
vehicle design that add unreasonable cost to the
development of the system, yet provides the right
capabilities for new markets that could be
triggered by dramatically lower space
transportation prices•
Introduction
It has been widely recognized that the United
States faccs a critical national space
transportation challenge in the coming years.
America's costs for space access consume so
many resources including budget, talent, and
facilities, that insufficient resources remain to
undertake the bold, aggressive and exploratory
endeavors that the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) and our nation
want and should be pursuing to advance our
technologies and science. Many valid space
missions, experiments, explorations, and
commercial endeavorsaxe not even planned
simply due to high launch costs. To enable
NASA to conduct better, faster, and cheaper
programs in exploration, research, and science,
and to enable the commercial sector to flourish in
space endeavors, we must significantly reduce
the cost of space access.
Back cround
NASA led an investigation during 1993 which
has come be known as the Access to Space study.
Three major alternatives, along with multiple
sub-options, were addressed in the study as
follows: (1) Retain and upgrade the Space
Shutde" (2) Develop a new expendable launch
system with current technology; and (3) Develop
a new Reusable Launch Vehicle (RLV) system
using advanced technology. The study concluded
that the most beneficial option is to develop and
dt:ploy a fully reusable, single-stage-to-orbit
(SSTO) pure rocket launch vehicle fleet
incorporating advanced technologies. The study
thusrecommended that the development of an
advanced technology single-stage-to-orbit rocket
vehicle bccomc a NASA goal, and that a focused
technology maturation and demonstration
program be undertaken. In response to this
recommendation, NASA undertook a ground-
based technology effort and initiated planning for
a series of flight demonstration projects,
culminating in the selection on July 2, 1996 of
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an industry team led by Lockheed Martin Skunk
Works (LMSW) to build and flight test a sub-
scale, high-fidelity flight demonstrator called the
X-33. This partnership between NASA and
industry is aimed at radical improvements in
launch system cost and performance. Six
parameters are being focused on: reusability,
operability, reliability, safety, mass fraction, and
affordability. The design and development of the
X-33 flight vehicle and ground system will not be
di_ussed in detail in this paper, but can be
characterized as progressing satisfactorily in
anticipation of initiating the flight test program in
the summer of 1999. The goal of the X-33
demonstration program is to roduce the technical
and programmatic risks sul'ficicntly to enable a
decision around the end of the doeadc to proceed
with the private sector development of an
operational RLV system which Lockhoed-Martin
calls Ventur_Staf TM.
Program Description
The X-33/VentufeStaf TM program is generally
described in three phases. Phase I of the program
refers to the period during which multiple,
fundamentally different RLV concepts and
associated sub-scale demonstrators were
analya,,ed by competing industry teams. Phase IT
of the program commenced with the firm
decision to proceed with the development and
flight test of the X-33 vehicle and the selection of
the LMSW team to lead the activity. As shown in
Figure 1, the activities in preparation for the
VentureStar TM are being conducted in parallel
with the design, development and flight test of
the X-33 vehicle.
These activities include the evolution of the
VentureStar TM design to enable confidcnc¢ that a
viable concept for an operational RLV has been
found, as well as the maturation and
demonstration of key technologies through a
ground-based activity. A sub-scale composite
liquid oxygen tank will be built and tested to
validate the design concept and demonstrate that
the selected composite material is compatible
with oxygen. Full-size components of the
VentureStar TM linear a_ospike engine will also
be built and tested. Lessons being learned during
the build and test of the X-33 are already being
incorporated into the VentureStar TM systems
definition. Major risks to the VentureStar TM have
been identified, ,_nd reduction of these risks are
being rigorously tracked in this timeframe.
Marketing and business analysis and planning are
also part of the Phase II pro_am. All of these
Phase II activities are focused on preparation for
an end-of-the-decade decision to proceed into
Phase III, the full-scale development, fight test
and revenue service oI"the privately-financed and
operated VentureStar TM.
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Figure ] -- X-33/Ven_ureSrar TM
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Vehicle Description
The VemureStaF TM configuration depicted in
Figurc 2 is being matured in parallel with
development and test of the X-33.
Figure 2 -- VentureStaFrM
Prior to their competitive selection to build the
X-33, I.,MSW and their competitors developed
conceptual designs of an operational RLV upon
which to base their proposals for building the X-
33 sub-scale demonstrator and with which to
identity the technology risks which the program
needed to reduce. Although the X-33 has been
described as a 53% scale prototype of the
VentureStar'rM, it was recognized from the outset
that the operational RLV design would likely
undergo significant modifications as a result of
continuing design work and as a result of lessons
learned from the X-33 experience. The current
VentureStarTM concept depicted in Figure 2
retains many of the features of the original
conceptual design, but is significantly improved
over the original concept. Further changes can be
anticipated as the vehicle system design and
sizing matures and the business plan evolves.
However, even though specific design and
configuration details have changed and will
continue to change over the next year. the
principal vehicle features remain unchanged.
Some of the significant vehicle features are
_own in Figure 3. The basic shape of the vehicle
is a lifting body in which the hypersonic lilt-to-
drag ratio needed to satisfy mission requirements
is provided by the body shape itself. The relative
large radii of curvature, fiat bottom, and low
plantbrm loading have the combined effect of
producing a somewhat less severe aeroheating
environment as compared to other configuration
options. This enables the use of a robust metallic
thermal protection system (TPS), which also
serves as the aeroshell, over both the leeward and
windward sides of the vehicle. These materials
(e.g., Inconei and titanium) are durable, can fly
through rain, require no water-proofing, provide
lightening protection to the composite structure
beneath, and require minimal servicing between
flights. Their mechanical attachment allows
quick changeout of individual TPS panels if
required. Hotter areas such as the nose, leading
edges of the canted fins, etc. will still require
refractory composites such as carbon-carbon
(C/C) or carbon silicon-carbide (C/SiC).
Lightweight composite tanks and primary
structure are key technologies to enable a SSTO
type of vehicle. The graphite epoxy hydrogen
and oxygen propellant tanks must also carry the
vehicle loads, including the aerodynamic loads
transmitted to the tanks by the TPS/aeroshell.
These tanks have to be lightweight, leakproof
and durable for hundreds of flights. Their
7
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Convergence of these maturing technolog;es
enables reliable, low-cost access to space
Figure 3 -- Vehicle Features
dimensions dictate the need for either the largest
autoclave ever built or the use of some out-of-
autoclave cure process such as e-b_am curing.
Their design and manufacture constitutes one of
the greatest technology challenge,_ to the
program. Similarly. the thrust structure and other
structural components will have to
simultaneously be light, strong and durable.
Another key feature of the Ventur¢Star TM is the
use of a linear aerospike engine as illustrated in
Figure 4. The linear aerospike engine for
VentureStar TM has been desi_qlated the R$-2200.
Propellants are liquid oxygen and liquid
hydrogen. This engine concept has never flown
before, but underwent extensive ground testing in
the early 1970's.
•
____.
Figure 4 -- The Linear Aerospike Engine
In this concept, the plume from multiple
combustion chambers expands against a ramp on
one side and against the free stream on the other
side. This has a significant perfot'lltancc
advantage over the conventional bell engine
design because of higher nozzle efficiency. A
bell engine's exhaust plume, at sea level, is
pinched by the high ambient atmospheric
pressure, reducing the cfficiencry. As the vehicle
rises, the conventional engine becomes efficient
at its design altitude, but as the rvckct _cen&_
past its design altitude, the exhaust plume flares
and again becomes inefficient, this time due to
ovcrexpansion. In contrast, the aerospike engine
is inherently altitude compensating, with the
plume continuously expanding in a near-optimum
fashion. This engine concept offers several
advantages including high mission-averaged
specific impulse ('Isp), while allowing the use era
simple ga.q generator (open) cycle, shorter
engine, no gimballing required for thrust
vectoring, and modular component development.
The VentureStar TM system must feature aircraft=
like operations, which necessitate the need for
highly automated proee._sing and a sophisticate<!
vehicle health management ('VHM) system.
Typical turnaround times of the vehicle are
envisioned to be on the order of a week, with a
sure capability of only a few days when
tX_cluired. To achieve this kind of operational
performance, the vehicle hu.s to be designed to be
operable from the start. Typically, launch
vehicles in the past have been designed only to
achieve thenecessary flight performance,with
operational considerations given little or no
considerations during the design process. This
vehicle system has to be designed to operate
within a well-understood performance envelope
such that, if no design limits were exceeded on a
given flight, minimal processing is rexluired
before the vehicle is refueled and launched again.
Operational Features
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The reusable SSTO concept offers a number of
opcrational advantages when compared to
conventional me]d-stage e and
partially reusable systems. As shown in Figure 5,
th_c arc no throw-away parts such as spent
sta_cs, or empty propellant tanks.
Figure 5 -- Breaking the Cost Barricr
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Accordingly, there is no requirement to
necessarily launch over open water or remote
areas. However, prudent decisions will be made
to ensure crew and public safety. There are no
st,aging or propulsion events such as engine
starts, each of which introduces another
possibility of failure, thereby reducing reliability.
The VentureStarr_ system will be designed tbr
significantly improved reliability ov_ any other
launch system in operation today, a requirement
driven by the business consideration of nt_t
wanting to lose an expensive capital as_t, either
the vehicle or its valuable payload. An additional
reason for high reliability is the recognition that,
although initially VentureStar TM will deliver
_tellites and payloads, it will later carry humans
to orbit. The system is being designed as a fully
reusable system which can be serviced for low
recurring costs, using minimal infrastructure and
small work crews. A primary goal of the program
is to produce a system with aircraft-like
operations. The revenues to justify the
investment cannot be generated with the vehicle
spending extended periods on the ground. It must
be capable of providing flexible service to the
customer.
The modularized payload concept is a key
element of having a highly operable vehicle. This
enables payloads to be integrated into the
mission module off-line from the vehicle
proccssing. The goal is for this standard mission
module vehicle interface to be as nearly identical
as possible, regardless of the payload. This
permits the payload to be quickly inserted for the
next flight and for payloads to be eap,_blc of
being changed out quickly, should this be
become necessary. Of course the payload will
have to be located such that the VenrureStar TM
can be trimmed, controlled and landed with or
without the payload installed.
Vehicle Sizing
Vehicle sizing and delivery performance have
not been finalized. Figure 6 displays the
approximate _iz,e and performance comp_cd to
other current launch systems, as well as to the X-
33 sub-scale demonstrator. The vehicle is
expected to weigh approximately 2.6 million
pounds at liftoff, of which about 90% is
propellant. It will be capable of carrying in
excess of 50,000 pounds to low Earth orbit when
launched due east. This corresponds to 25,000
pounds to the International Space Station.
Geostationary transfer orbits are achieved with
the use of an upper stage. A dynamic payload
envelope of 15 x 15 x 53 feet is planned.
Weight
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Figure 6 -- VentureStar TM Comparison
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X-33 Contributions to VenrureStar TM
The X-33 development and flight test program
help build credibility for VentureStar_ in
several important ways. Before the vehicle
manufacturing is even complete, lessons have
already been Icarnexi which will be applied to the
VentureStar TM design and manufacturing
preccsscs. Design improvements ate in such
areas as obtaining better structural efficiency,
improving body pitching moments, improving
transonic flow, improving control effectiveness,
and moving the center of gravity forward.
Potential improvements in manufacturing
processes include thermal protection system
attachment schemes and support structure.
Examples of contributions expected from the
llight test program include thermal performance
and structural integrity of the thermal _otcction
system, better understanding of flight
environments, autonomous flight management
from launch, entry, approach and landing through
rollout and vehicle safing, and simplified ground
operations.
Forecasting the Market
While the satellite side trf the space industry has
been experiencing dynamic and sweeping
changes, the space transportation side has been
evidencing evolutionary progress. The satellite
builders, operators and service providers
continue to push for dramatic cost reductions in
space access, particularly with lh¢ now systems
that require dozens of satellites to meet their
operational capabilities.
Today, VentureStar_M has a uniquc opportunity.
While the technologies for X-33 ate validated,
the design of the full scale vehicle is being
matured, LMSW is striving for a new market-
driven space transportation system for the 21st
century. Figure 7 depicts the VentueStar@
program design philosophy thatfocuses on
discerning both the current and future market
requirements, filters in the business requirements
and is continually iterated with the technical
design of the vehicle and system performance. As
technically challenging as SSTO is, the system
must also be built with the capacity for carrying
sufficient payload to meet the projected market
capture.
The NASA-Lockheed Martin X-33 Cooperative
Agreement, under which the progxam is
proceeding, has _t forth multiple goals. In
addition to achieving the technical validation of
the concept through the X-33 flight test program,
and demonstrating aircraft-like operations on the
ground, NASA is striving to reduce the amount
of technical risk on the development of the full
scalesystc,nn to enable private financing of the
venture. To successfully obtain this financing, a
business proposition must be developed that
provides satisfactory returns to the investors.
Secondly, since NASA is investing almost $1
billion in the X-33 Phase II program, they have
identified three primary objectives: significantly
reducing their future
11
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Figure7 --
space o'anspor_a6onsbudgel,spc:ifically the
costsforspacestationoperationsand logistics;
regainingtcchnologyleadership:and expanding
theove_ll spacemarketboththroughgrowth of
curren y_arkcts and enabling new markets.
The 1990's have been an extraordinary time of
changc for the relatively young space indusU_,
and in particular the commercial communications
business. Wc havc _en a dramatic rcducUon in
the cost and cyclc time of building satelliles, The
most significant aspect of this has been evident in
thc emergence of the use of small spacecraft in
Low EarthOrbit (LEO) to satisfy
telecommunications system ace<Is. Concepts such
as Iridium, Globalsmr, Skybridge and others arc
offering constellations of satellites to meet global
communications. This has highlighted the
continuing ne¢<l for large lift capability for
deployment of these systems m reduce the time
to market for these services.
In contrast to the small satellites for these LEO
systems, recent forecast_ confnu¢ to show the
largesl segment a growth for the gcostationary
market segment is in the "'heavy'" class or greater
than 9,000 pounds. Discussions with satellite
manufacturers continue to striv= to put more
transponder, power and fuel on the limited "real
estate" in gcosynchronous orbit.
1996 represented the firs! year that commercial
space expenditures exceeded government
expenditures. This trend continued to grow in
199"7.The space telecommunications market is
VentureSrar TM is Requirements Driven
experiencing unproccdcracdgrowth and it is
estimated that in d_e next ten years there could bc
1500-2000 satellites deliver_ to space. The
recent incident with the Galaxy Spacecraft
shutting down millions of pagers and financial
trans_ions only emphasizes that as the world
increases its demand on space, so must the
systems be robust enough to deal with failures.
Obviously, not all these proposed projects will
become viable in the marketplace, and we've
already sccn several major mergers of projects to
date. LMSW is currently in the process of
translating the dynamics of the markcl"place into
a realistic projected flight rate for our business
plan.
To date it appears that the space market has been
relatively price inclastic in that the enormous
growth that is currently occurring in
telecommunications is happening despite the fact
that space _'anspoRation prices have not
significantly fallen. This probably has more to do
with the fact thai the rate of growth of
communications services has experienced even
greater growth than the satellite side. This is not
to imply that the customers aren't looking for low
space delivery prices. ]in fact. price does sum to
be the critical factor in the selection of the launch
system. This is meant only to underscore that the
market is experiencing unprcccdcmcd growth
without the concurrent reduction in launch
prices.
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There arca numbc'rofpeoplewho do believe
thatthereisan elasticmarket when itcomes to
spacebusinessand thehighcostofspaceaccess
has keptmany would-be entrepreneursand
businessesoutofthe market.Conscqucntly,a
challcngcishow tobuilda spacetransport
system to meet future space applications, without
adding capabilities that significantly burden the
Toc_ay's market IIC_mmlml¢_ _ 1_
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financial side of the equation. Figure 8 shows
current and potential market segments.
To obtain the financing nc,_led, the business case
must be based on a credible rcvcnuc stream in a
reasonable timeframc. At the _me time, a next
generation space transporter must ensure that the
design does not prccludc the development of new
space applications, systems and markets that a
low cost system will enable.
Nt_w markets
• In-elXlce I_nsporlsl_on
- $pec, e uuMaes
- $pe_ wmnu{'Kt_ing
• Sp_'e poww
- Space mining
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• Entaem_m,m
• P11nelMy delen,_
- Tourism
• S'a_l;m mrkwtl
Figure $ -- Space Market Segments
Operational Elements
As the dynamics of the market is shifting, so arc
thc destinations of these new systems. In the past,
if a company were launching commercial
communication satellites the launch system only
needed to deliver its customers to an equatorial
geotransfer or gcosynchronous orbit at 2,300
miles. Weather and remote sensing satellites have
bccn traditionally polar orbits. The new Low
Earth Orbit (LEO) and M_lium Earth Orbit
(lVlEO) commercial communication systems that
are being proposed today are being designed to
operate at a variety of altitudes and inclinations.
Figure 9 pr_ents a look at the currently proposed
systems and a forecast of potential systems that
might be flown in the post 2004 timeframe and
the inclinations at which these systems will
operate.
I _._ 1_. Inclination RO._¢H#
I I;_o5; / .... "_"I I/
Figure 9 -- Addr_sable Market Inclination
Rosette
This challenges the operations as a grcalor rangc
of launch azimuths must be met than was
previously required to serve the commercial
space market.
Spaoeports
LMSW has recently begun the selection process
for potential spaceports. A very streamlined
approach to this to minimize opccational costs
and maximize turn-around time has been
emphasized. The spaceport facilities will include
one or two launch pads, a 10,000 foot runway,
and fuel production plants, a translating shelter
(similar to an aircraft hang_r for vehicle
processing), an off-line payload processing
facility, and an operations control center and
business operations center. At least at the initial
13
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site a facility for vehicle asstmably will also be
required. This approach will he validated with
the X-33 flight demonstrator. Figure 10 is the
conceptual design for a VentureStar TM spaceport.
package was rcleased that provided the minimum
technical requirements for consideration of a
domestic spaceport. A critical factor in assessing
potential spaceports is the impact or accessibility
it will have to contributing to market share.
VentureStar TM is on a path to have a prel_ed
configuration by the end of this year, thereby
enabling a site or site.s selection by the end of
1999. The operational spaceport(s) will be
needed to support VentureStar TM in 2004.
Figure 10 -- VentureStar TM Spaceport Concept
Current plans call for the selection of two sites as
it is not anticipated that the full scale
VentureStar TM vehicle will be able to be
transported on a carrier aircraft. Consequently, at
least one alternate landing site will be identified
from which a launch capability will also be
needed.
The assessment of potential spaceports began in
January of this year. In July 1998 a qualification
Runway-to-Pad-to-Orbit
In the early 1980's the French took a bold step
forward with their decision to launch the Ariane
launch vehicle from a remote facility in French
Ouyana. This approach provided both an
extremely attractive launch site from the
customer's perspective of payload to orbit, as
well as a new approach to vehicle and payload
processing. Modeled after the shipping industry,
Arianesirace created a containerized approach to
enable ct'ticient operations from a remote site.
Twenty years later, it's time to again move
forward.
Figure I l -- Runway-to-Pad-to-Orbit Operations
full systems approach. Figure 1i represents
VentureSrarZm operations are being designed to VentureStar's® Operations Concept.
emulate the aircraft side of the business taking a
14
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While routine maintenance is being pea'formed on
the vehicle, the payloads are being processed in a
separate facility. All accommodations for the
specific needs of the payloads (including upper
stages) will be accommodated in the mission
module and then the mission module will be a
standard interface to the VentureStar TM system.
Some mission modules may be customized for a
particular use, such as ISS logistics or crew
transfer. This module will thcn be installed in the
vehicle approximately 24 hours before take off.
Due to the design of the mission module, late
access to payloads of up to 2 hours before launch
will be easily accommodated. The system has the
capacity to prepare up to 40 payloads a year. The
current nominal forecasted turnaround time for
the vehicle is seven days, with a surge capability
that will meet a three day or less turnaround time.
Figure 12 represents the typical turnaround time
anticipated for VentureSrar TM.
* Oesi9ned for operability
• Robust vehicle design and
operabonal concept enables
repeatable, simplified, and
automated turnaround processing
• Single Stage, horizontsl proce_slng
with front-end RM&$ • lessons
learned incorporated
• Circa 2000 + fault detection /
reconfiguratlon I prognostics
• Off llne encapsulated payload
module integration
• "Lock & Load" payload module to
vehicle integration
• Automaled mission planning
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Figure 12 -- VentureStarTM Operations. 7 Day Turnaround
Understanding the needs of the payload customer
community in terms of weight, volume, interface
rcquirements, launch and landing environments
and standard vs. optional services is a critical
part of the system design effort. Figure 13 shows
several representative payloads in the
VentureStarrM payload bay.
X-33: Countdown to VentureStar TM
Current plans call for a go-ahead decision for
VtntureSraf TM at the beginning of 2000. The
goal of VenmreStar TM is to provide the next
generation space transportation system. Dramatic
reduction in the price per pound delivered to
orbit coupled with operational flexibility
afforded by rapid turnaround of the system,
should have an enormous impact on space
business in the future.
This is why X-33 flight test program is so
pivotal. It will not only provide the requisite
confidence in the technical feasibility of a fully
reusable single-stage-to-orbit system, but
performance on the X-33 program provides a
benchmark to potential investors and customers
that the vision for VentureStar_ is achieved.
15
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